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accuracy
The degree to which the result of a measurement, calculation, or
specification conforms to the correct value or a standard.
The accuracy of radiocarbon dating.

ascribe Regard a quality as belonging to.
He ascribed Jane s short temper to her upset stomach.

authenticity
The quality of being authentic.
The paper should have established the authenticity of the documents
before publishing them.

belief Something one accepts as true or real; a firmly held opinion.
A belief that climate can be modified beneficially.

believe Follow a credo have a faith be a believer.
He didn t believe her.

confidence A secret or private matter told to someone under a condition of trust.
Public confidence in the economy.

confiding Willing to entrust personal matters.
She was in a confiding mood.

credibility The quality of being trusted and believed in.
The government s loss of credibility.

credible Able to be believed; convincing.
Completely credible testimony.

debit
Enter as debit.
A double entry system of bookkeeping where each debit has a
corresponding credit entry.

dependability The quality of being dependable or reliable.
The brand has built its reputation on rock solid dependability.

export Of a high standard suitable for export.
Export ales.
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faith An institution to express belief in a divine power.
The Christian faith.

faithful Those who are faithful to a particular religion or political party.
A faithful copy of the portrait.

integrity The condition of being unified or sound in construction.
They admired his scrupulous professional integrity.

owe Owe something especially money to.
They have denied they owe money to the company.

redound Have an effect for good or ill.
Her efforts will redound to the general good.

reliability The quality of being trustworthy or of performing consistently well.
The car s background gives me every confidence in its reliability.

rely Depend on with full trust or confidence.
The charity has to rely entirely on public donations.

righteousness
Adhering to moral principles.
Conviction of his own moral righteousness gave his oratory an
irresistible power.

transaction An instance of buying or selling something.
In an ordinary commercial transaction a delivery date is essential.

trust
An arrangement whereby a person a trustee holds property as its
nominal owner for the good of one or more beneficiaries.
I hurtled down the path trusting to luck that I wouldn t put a foot wrong.

trusted (of persons) worthy of trust or confidence.
A trusted adviser.

trustful Inclined to believe or confide readily; full of trust- Nordhoff & Hall.
A trustful acceptance of authority.

trusting Inclined to believe or confide readily; full of trust.
A shy and trusting child.

trustworthiness The trait of deserving trust and confidence.
Reliability and trustworthiness are important assets in politics.

trustworthy Worthy of trust or belief.
Trustworthy public servants.

truthfulness The fact of being true; truth.
The truthfulness of her playing of an ageing American spinster.

validity The quality of being valid and rigorous.
Return travel must be within the validity of the ticket.
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verisimilitude The appearance of truth; the quality of seeming to be true.
The detail gives the novel some verisimilitude.


